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Are We There Yet? 

The Roberts Court, Race & Post 

Integration America:  A Selective View of 

Three Supreme Court Cases 



Some questions to ponder as we get 

started… 
• How does the Roberts Court look at race? 

• How does the Roberts Court’s view of race 

impact public schools? 

• What can we learn about how to use race in 

manner that will pass constitutional muster 

before the Roberts Court? 

• Why does it matter whether we are there yet? 

• What can we expect/do in the future to face the 

challenges posed by the Court’s current view of 

race in America? 



The Cases… 

1. Schuette v. Coalition to Defend 

Affirmative Action, 134 S.Ct. 

1623 (2014) 

2. Shelby County, Alabama v. Holder, 

133 S.Ct. 2612 (2013) 

3. Fisher v. University of Texas, 133 

S.Ct. 2411 (2013); F.3d ___, 

2014 WL 3442449 (5th Cir. Jul. 

15, 2014) 



Enter The Players… The U.S. Supreme 

Court  

    GINSBURG                 STEVENS                    SOUTER                     BREYER                      O'CONNOR KENNEDY                  REHNQUIST                  SCALIA                     THOMAS 

2003 

2014  

    GINSBURG                 Kagan                      Sotomayor                    BREYER   ALITO KENNEDY                         ROBERTS                    SCALIA                   THOMAS 
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Schuette v. Coalition to Defend 

Affirmative Action, 134 S.Ct. 1623 (2014) 

• In 2006 Michigan voters amended state constitution 

to prohibit governmental entities from granting 

preferences, including race-based preferences, “in the 

operation of public employment, public education, or 

public contracting.” 

   Article I, Section 26, Michigan Const. 

 

• The amendment applied to the state and all of its 

political subdivisions, including cities, counties, public 

colleges and universities and school districts. 

 



• The constitutionality of Section 26 was 

challenged in federal district court which 

upheld the provision. 

 

• But, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals (en 

banc ) reversed the trial court, holding that 

Section 26 violated the Equal Protection 

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the 

U.S. Constitution. 

 



•  The U.S. Supreme Court, in a 6-2 vote reversed the 

Sixth Circuit, with Justice Kennedy writing for the 

Court. 

 

• The Court held that the Equal Protection Clause 

forbids racial discrimination, but does not prohibit 

voters from passing laws that exclude race from 

state decision making.   

 



• Justice Kennedy, Chief Justice and Justice Alito, 

rejected precedent that would invalidate the 

Michigan provision. 

 

• Why? Because there were no specific injuries 

based on race.   

 

• Without a specific injury, this is a case about the 

democratic process and not racial discrimination 

per se.    

 

 



• Justice Breyer broke from liberal wing of 

Court. 

• Joined the plurality’s conclusion that  

• “the Constitution permits, though it does 

not require, the use of the kind of race-

conscious programs that are now barred by 

the Michigan Constitution.” 



 “While our Constitution does not guarantee 

minority groups victory in the political process, it 

does guarantee them meaningful and equal access 

to that process.   

 It guarantees that the majority may not win by 

stacking the political process against minority 

groups permanently, forcing the minority alone 

to surmount unique obstacles in pursuit of its 

goals.” 

   -Sotomayor, J. & Ginsburg, J., dissenting. 

 

 



• “For much of its history, our Nation as 

denied to many of its citizens the right to 

participate meaningfully and equally in 

politics… it is a history that still informs 

the society we live in…” 
                                                  -Sotomayor, J. 

 



• Texas law denying racial minorities right to vote 

in primaries overturned.  Nixon v. Herndon 

(1927). 

• Oklahoma law requiring literacy test and 

“grandfathering” whites overturned. Lane v. 

Wilson (1939). 

• Alabama law redrawing city boundaries to 

remove black voters and leave white voters on 

rolls overturned. Gomillion v. Lightfoot (1960). 

• And, of course, Brown (1954), et al. 



So what does the Chief Justice 

himself say? 

• Chief Justice Roberts’ brief concurrence 

rejects the view that by opposing the use of 

racial preferences he is out of touch with the 

pervasiveness of racial discrimination in 

modern society. 

• The Chief Justice’s larger social view is one 

that reflects a post-integration perspective.   

 



What is the federal Voting Rights Act of 

1965? 

• Law requiring federal approval for state and local 

changes to voting practices. 

• Requires some school districts to get 

"preclearance“ from either the U.S. Department 

of Justice or a federal district court in 

Washington for voting changes.  

 

Shelby Cnty., Ala. v. Holder, 133 S.Ct. 2612 (2013). 

http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf


15th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 

ratified in 1870.  

 
 

“[t]he right of citizens of the United States 

to vote shall not be denied or abridged 

by the United States or by any State on 

account of race, color, or previous 

condition of servitude,”  

 



If the 15th Amendment guaranteed the 

right to vote, why did we need the 

VRA? 

 

 

• Historic repression of African-American 

voter registration: 

• Literacy tests, poll taxes, vouchers 

from registered voters,  

• Litigation was slow and expensive. 
 



Shelby Cnty., Ala. v. Holder, 133 S.Ct. 2612 

(2013) 

• The VRA affected hundreds of school districts, 

especially in the South. 

• The VRA regulated changes to voting districts for 

school board members and changes in the board 

makeup, such as switching from at-large to single-

member districts. 

 

http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf


VRA Renewed in 2006. 

• Congress extended for 25 years this provision 

for  jurisdictions, including school districts, with a 

history of voter discrimination.  

 

 Shelby County, Ala., challenged the renewal, 

claiming infringement on state sovereignty. 

 



Shelby Cnty., Ala. v. Holder, 133 S.Ct. 2612 

(2013) 

 

• U.S. Supreme Court ruled that § 4 of the 

Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA) is 

unconstitutional and its formula can no longer 

be used as a basis for subjecting jurisdiction to 

preclearance. 

http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-96_6k47.pdf


Chief Justice Roberts writing for the 

majority said… 

• The Court has always had concerns over the 

Act’s invasion on State sovereignty. 

• Treating states different may not be permissible 

constitutionally. 

• Recognized that “exceptional conditions can 

justify legislative measures.” 



But, 
• Conditions which justified the VRA no longer exist.   

• So state infringement tips towards 

unconstitutionality.   

• Court relied on Congressional record: 

• Elimination of voting barriers. 

• Increased registered minority voters. 

• Increased minority voter turnout. 

• Increased minority representation in Congress, 

State legislatures, and local elected offices. 

• Other numbers data showing increased 

participation numbers. 

 

 



Federalism argument… 

• Court recognized VRA’s progress over 45 years. 

• Yet, Congressional formula not revised to reflect 

current needs. 

• Invoking the limits of the Supremacy Clause, 

Court said States retain broad autonomy in 

structuring their governments. 



-Justice Thomas 

“[t]he extensive pattern of discrimination that 

led the Court to previously uphold §5 as 

enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment no longer 

exists.” 

 

 



-Justice Scalia 

   The Voting Rights Act has become a 

"perpetuation of racial entitlements… I 

am fairly confident it will be re-enacted 

in perpetuity unless a court can say it 

does not comport with the 

Constitution,” 

 

 



-Justice Kennedy 

 Lots of historic laws like the Marshall 

Plan and others "were very good, too, 

but times change." 

 



-Justice Ginsburg 

 “[T] the Court today terminates the remedy 

that proved to be best suited to block that 

discrimination.  [Preclearance was] designed 

both to catch discrimination before it causes 

harm, and to guard against return to old 

ways. 



Fisher v. University of Texas, 133 

S.Ct. 2411 (2013) 

Issue: 

• Whether the University’s race-conscious policy 

violates the rights of white applicants. 

 



Facts… 

• Two Texas residents denied 

undergraduate admission sued UT 

for racial discrimination. 

• UT used “a holistic, multi-factor 

approach, in which race [was] but 

one of many considerations.“ 

• Policy premised on Grutter.   

• Texas Top Ten Percent Law.  (Was 

thought to be the undoing of the 

admission policy on the basis of 

necessity.) 



Court Dynamics… 

• Justice Kagan recused herself. 

• This left a 5-3 court with conservatives in a 

strong majority position 

• Only Justices Ginsburg and Breyer on original 

Grutter decision remain on the court. 

• Justice Kennedy was expected to be the crucial 

voice.  



NSBA’s approach… broad policy 

arguments aimed at retention of Grutter & 

Kennedy’s concurrence in PICS 
• 1) 21st Century K-20 educational excellence goals 

necessarily include diversity. 

• 2) Consideration of race is appropriate and 

essential  educational concern. 

• 3) Schools rely on Grutter and PICS framework to 

guide educational policy development, and should 

not be undone. 
 



• Brief written by Art Coleman, EducationCounsel LLC & Nelson Mullins. 

• Joint brief with The College Board. 

• Additional signatories:   

• American Association of School Administrators (AASA) 

• Council of Chief State School Officers 

• American School Counselors Association 

• Association of Teacher Educators 

• Horace Mann League 

• National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) 

• National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) 

• Public Education Network (PEN) 

 

 

NSBA Brief – Multiple Partnerships 



Supreme Court rules June 24, 2013… 

• Vacated 5th Circuit’s decision upholding the 

constitutionality of UT admission policy.  

• “Strict scrutiny” analysis requires a court to 

conduct an exacting analysis, which 5th Cir. didn’t 

do. 

• Supreme Court says “DO OVER” 

• 5th Cir. should “assess whether the University has 

offered sufficient evidence that would prove that its 

admissions program is narrowly tailored to obtain the 

educational benefits of diversity.” 



Good News… 

 
• Nothing new for K-12. 

• Standard laid out in the Court’s previous 

decisions is a “given.” 

• Standard permits schools to consider race to 

achieve educational benefits of a more diverse 

student body.  

• But, Court said university’s needed to look 

toward race neutral alternatives.   

• PICS (2007) decision restated for higher 

education. 

 

 



Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin, ___ 

F.3d ___, 2014 WL 3442449 (5th Cir. Jul. 15, 

2014) 

 
• On remand a Fifth Circuit panel again rejected 

Fisher’s claim that UT’s race-conscious 

admissions policy violated the Fourteenth 

Amendment.  

 

34 



• The Fifth Circuit applied a “more exacting 

scrutiny” to UT’s policy as ordered by the 

Supreme Court,  

• Concluded that UT’s “holistic review” of 20% of 

class does not amount to a racial quota. 

 

 

 

35 



• Instead, the Court found:  

• Even after holistic admission process “Minorities 

[continue to be] under-represented” in student 

body as a whole. 

• And, UT’s holistic policy is a permissible way to 

“achieve the rich diversity that contributes to… 

academic mission.” 

 

36 



What did the 5th Circuit Do? 

• Followed Sup. Court’s order to do rigorous 

“strict scrutiny” analysis.  

• Concluded limited use of race is in keeping 

with precedent.  

•  “Holistic review”, in which race is one of a 

number of factors is permissible, as 

complement to the Top Ten Percent Plan. 

• Plan is not simply a cover for a quota system. 



Review of standards currently 

in place for use of race in 

student assignments. 

• A quick review of what’s permissible after PICS v. 

Seattle School District No. 1, (2007) 



Standards of Review  

Related to Preferences  

Strict 
Scrutiny 

Intermediate 
Scrutiny 

 Rational 
 Basis 

 Other  
Gend

er 

 Race 
and 

Ethnicity 



Is the use of race in student assignments 

prohibited after PICS? 

 • No.  

 

• Race may be one component of diversity policies, but other 
demographic factors, plus special talents and needs, should be 
considered.  

 

• But, schools might be able to do so based on “necessity.” 

 

• Schools are not permitted to classify every student on the basis of 
race and to assign each of them to schools based on that 
classification. 

 

 

 



Is achieving the educational benefits of a diverse 

student enrollment a compelling interest in the K-

12 context?  

 • Yes.  

• Schools have a compelling interest in: 

• Achieving the Educational benefits of diversity; 

• Avoiding the harms of racial isolation in the K-12 

context is a compelling interest.  

• Achieving a diverse student population.  

 

 



Multi-factor diversity plans that include race in 

“diversity indices” are legally safe.  Permissible 

factors: 

 
• Socio-Economic Status 

• Geographic location 

• Parent education levels 

• Sibling enrollment 

• English language learner status 

• Academic achievement record 

• Special education status 

 



What specifics does a school board need to 

observe in order to use race? 

• a. Ensure the use of race is necessary. 

• b. Consider and where appropriate try race-

neutral alternatives first. 

• c. Closely tie any use of racial percentages to 

educational goals, not district demographics 

alone. 

• d. Clearly articulate how and when race is 

employed to assign students.  

• e. Avoid blunt racial categories. 

 



a. Ensure the use of race is necessary.  

• How many students are affected by racial 

classification? 

• Can another factor accomplish same result? 

• What is the percentage change in racial 

composition? 



b. Consider and where appropriate try 

race-neutral alternatives first. 

 
• Consider a race-neutral plan. 

• If race-neutral plan is rejected, explain in detail 

why use of race is necessary. 

• Commission studies to inform decision-making. 

• Engage the community. 



c. Connect racial percentages to educational 

goals, not district demographics alone. 

 • a. Identify the educational benefits of diversity i.e., 

review social science research.. 

• b. Link decision-making to educational benefits. 

• c.  Articulate why specific level of diversity will 

produce desired educational benefits. 

• d.  Set a plan for review and readjustment of 

plan. 

 



d. Clearly articulate how and when race is 

employed to assign students.  

 
• Specify how and when race results in choice 

between two students. 

• Who makes the decision? 

• Is there fair, consistent application/oversight? 

 

 



e. Avoid blunt racial categories. 

 
• Include all racial groups in classifications. 

• Do not use crude categories such as 

“black/white” lists or “white, non-white.” 



School districts can also make race 

conscious decisions other than adopting 

student assignment plans. 

 
 

• Site selection of schools.  

• Drawing attendance lines with the demographics 

of neighborhoods in mind. 

• Resource allocation. 

• Student and faculty recruitment. 

• Tracking enrollments, performance, and other 

statistics by race. 

 



Thank You! 

• Working with and through our State Associations, to 

advocate for equity and excellence in public 

education through school board leadership. 



Additional Resources… 

 



What race-neutral alternatives have been used 

across the country? 

 
 

• Socio-Economic Model: School District of La Crosse, Wisconsin 

 

• Hybrid Model-Choice, Lottery and SES: Charlotte Mecklenburg Public School 

District, North Carolina 

 

• Attendance Zone Model: Wake County Public School System, North Carolina  

 

• Diversity Index Model: San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD), 

California 

 

• Controlled Choice Model: Cambridge Public School District, Massachusetts 

 

 



Key Terms 
• Affirmative Action 

• Not a concept that applies to forward-looking, student-focused 

educational goals 

• Historically, applied to remedial and social justice aims--curing the 

problems of the past 

• Diversity 

• Cannot be defined only with reference to race and/or ethnicity 

under existing federal law 

• Should be defined with an institution- and school-specific focus 

• Quota 

• A practice that "insulates each category of applicants with certain 

desired qualifications from competition with all other applicants." 

(Grutter) 

• A program in which a certain fixed number or proportion of 

opportunities are reserved exclusively for certain minority 

groups….Quotas impose "a fixed number or percentage which 

must be attained, or which cannot be exceeded."  (Grutter)  

 



Key Terms 

• Race-conscious policies 
• Explicit racial classifications  

• Neutral on their face but motivated by a racially discriminatory purpose, resulting in 
racially discriminatory effects  

• Race-neutral policies  
• Neutral in language and intent 

• "Inclusive" outreach and recruitment policies that expand efforts to generate additional 
applicant interest 

 

• Examples of related terms that may have different (and confusing) meanings:  
Race-conscious; race-based; race preference; race-as-a-factor; race exclusive… 

 

• Note Justice Kennedy's contemplation that race-conscious (in intent) policies 
that operate in race-neutral ways—which "do not lead to different treatment 
based on a classification that tells each student he or she is to be defined by 
race"—are unlikely to trigger strict scrutiny 

 

 READY RESOURCE:  Race-Neutral Policies in Higher Education:  From Theory to 
Action (College Board, June 2008) 
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